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Welcome to  
Inside Scotland

Now in its third iteration, we have recruited  
13 new sales trainees across the UK  
who will specialise in one of a number 
of sectors, including Print, Construction, 
Manufacturing and Transport. Full and 
intensive training is provided, comprising 
classroom-based learning, mentoring and 
practical ‘on-the-job’ training.

Steve Gee, CEO of Close Brothers Asset 
Finance’s Industrial Equipment division: 
“We are very proud of our specialist business 
model and want to build on the outstanding 
success of the first two Sales Academies, 
which has seen many of the previous 

‘graduates’ fully integrated into the Asset 
Finance and Leasing sales teams and  
leading very successful careers in their 
chosen sectors.

“We have a group of driven, motivated and 
enthusiastic individuals with a passion to 
develop in sales. They don't necessarily have 
a  background in sales , however they come 
with the enthusiasm to build a great career in 
the industry.

“They have an incredible opportunity to be  
trained by an industry leader and mentored 
by an experienced Sales Manager for 'on the 
road' training. Following their training period, 

they will concentrate on building a customer 
base, territory and business plan, with full 
assistance from a mentor.”

Close Brothers Asset Finance 
launches 3rd Sales Academy
We are delighted to announce the return of our highly successful and industry-leading Sales 
Academy, designed to attract new and diverse talent into the sector.
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Jackie Cooke 
Managing Director of Close Brothers  
Asset Finance in Scotland

I’m delighted to bring you the latest 
business news from the Scotland division.

As always, it focuses on the current 
issues affecting Scotland SMEs, whilst 
also showcasing how Close Brothers 
Asset Finance has supported businesses 
and will continue to do so. 

We start this issue hearing from John 
Fawcett, CEO of the Transport division at 
Close Brothers Asset Finance. He gives 
his views on the haulage sector, trends 
and demand for finance. 

On page 4 you can read more about how 
Close Brothers Asset Finance can offer 
flexible financing solutions. 

We pride ourselves on not only knowing 
about asset finance and being able to 
tailor suitable finance solutions, but our 
specialists have also worked within the 

industry themselves. By working closely 
with businesses, our team of industry 
experts see the potential for growth and 
provide straightforward asset finance 
solutions to support this. 

Asset finance is an alternative form of 
funding used by businesses to obtain  
the equipment they need to grow. In 
effect, it utilises the residual value in an 
asset to either pay or put down a deposit 
on another piece of kit. Our experts 
consider all aspects of a customer’s 
business and then recommend asset 
finance solutions that best suit their  
cash flow and long-term goals. 

Common examples of the asset finance 
products we offer are Hire Purchase, 
Refinancing (Capital release), Finance 
Lease and Operating Lease. To find out 
more about any of the finance options  

we have to offer and how they could  
work for your business, contact the  
team today on 01355 888 314.

Finally, on page 5 in our ‘Meet the  
Expert’ feature, I talk about my 30-year 
career in the company and the changes 
that I’ve seen over that time.  

We hope you enjoy the read and as 
always, we look forward to working  
with you in the future.

Inside Scotland



Contact the team today on 01355 888 314

John Fawcett,  
CEO, Transport division

John Fawcett, CEO of Close Brothers 
Asset Finance’s Transport division, shares 
his thoughts about the haulage sector, 
including trends and demand for finance…Q&

A

Since the beginning of the 
pandemic, what’s the trend in 
finance for vehicles, trailers 
and related equipment been?

Demand dropped during the first 
lockdown at the start of the pandemic, 
but gradually picked up as restrictions 
lifted during 2020 and have remained 
strong since, albeit supply issues are 
currently impacting new vehicle finance 
levels resulting in the used vehicle 
market enjoying strong demand.

What impact have you seen 
on haulage operators and how 
have you been able to help 
them?

Many haulage operators experienced 
an initial significant impact to both work 
and income in lockdown 1 last year. 
Since then, those involved in haulage 
for the high street retail, hospitality 
and entertainment sectors have had 
many challenges, while those in the 
supply chain for most other sectors 
have enjoyed strong demand and high 
utilisation of their fleets.

We have assisted those in challenged 
sectors with payment support and 
CBILS funding, while providing funding 

for growth in the fleets of those operators 
doing well.

Where are you seeing the 
greatest demand from the 
haulage sector at the moment 
– what do hauliers need finance 
for most at the moment?

Currently, the highest levels of demand in 
the haulage sector is for larger payload 
capacity vehicles, from long wheelbase 
LCVs through to the largest tractor units.

What are the emerging trends for 
haulage finance as we start to 
emerge from the Covid crisis?

The need for flexible payment structures 
to match recovering income streams plus 
seasonal cashflow peaks and troughs 
to support the affordability of operators’ 
monthly commitments.

How would you expect that to 
affect demand for finance further 
into the future?

We expect the demand for vehicle finance 
to remain very strong in the future, 
particularly where lenders can adapt to 
customers’ changing needs.

Will vehicle electrification 
affect demand for truck 
finance?

Hopefully when the technology 
advances to allow for more 
affordable electric trucks with 
greater range and payloads along 
with better charging infrastructure 
we will gradually see operators and 
their customers drive toward more 
sustainable fleets. 

At Close Brothers Asset Finance, we 
are ready to champion this transition 
for hauliers by working with them to 
provide the right structured finance 
solutions for them.
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Technologies
 Wind turbines (including repowering)

 Solar PV

 Hydro

 Biomass/CHP

 Ground source

 LED

 Electric Vehicles & EV Charging

Funding terms up to 10 years available.

Giving you the power to  
grow your business
Close Brothers Asset 
Finance offer flexible 
funding solutions for 
renewables aimed at 
helping businesses  
in many ways.

 Raising working capital from 
existing renewable energy assets

 Restructuring current renewables 
finance commitments

 Funding the acquisition 
of renewable energy and 
energy efficiency assets and 
technologies

 Loan facilities to help fund 
essential repairs and upgrades 
for renewables assets

 Pay off the bank to release 
current land and property 
security charges

Potential benefits of asset 
finance:
 Release capital to help fund other 

business activities and diversification

 Manage cash flow by reducing 
monthly finance commitments

 Help future proof energy costs

 Ensure your renewable energy assets 
perform as they should

 Give your business greater all-round 
flexibility

Case Study
Challenge: A customer wanted to 
refinance an operational wind turbine to 
repay the original debt funder, requiring 
£300K.

They also wanted to purchase 
commercial premises for £150K.

Solution: An assessment of the turbine’s 
generation income clearly demonstrated 
a capability to service up to £550K of 
debt over a seven year term. Private  
debt was repaid with funds raised for  
the purchase of the land with no 
requirement for a Legal Charge over  
the new premises.

Jim Leamon (Sales Director)
Jim has over 20 years’ asset finance 
experience and has spent 30 years 
working in the agricultural sector.
Contact Jim and the team today on: 
01355 888 314

4closeasset.co.uk



In July this year, Jackie Cooke reached a 30-year anniversary milestone with Close Brothers 
Asset Finance, having joined the company in 1991 in the role of Office Manager / PA.
We caught up with Jackie to learn more about her progression over the last three decades. 
She also reflects on what has made her time with Close Brothers enjoyable and the people 
who have supported her along the way.

You joined the company 30 years ago 
and have progressed to the role of MD. 
Can you tell us about your career history 
and the roles you held during that time?

I joined Close Brothers Asset Finance in 
Glasgow as Office Manager / PA to the MD 
and as I was the only operations person 
in the office, my job covered pretty much 
everything; documentation, telesales,  
arrears, legal, pre-underwriting…

As the branch expanded, I progressed on  
to the role of Operations Manager, then 
Senior Operations Manager, Senior 
Commercial Manager and Assistant MD. 
Finally, in 2017, I took on my current role of 
Managing Director for Transport Glasgow.

What was the business like when you 
started?

We opened the Asset Finance business 
in Glasgow on 4 June 1991 in an office in 
Newton Mearns on the outskirts of Glasgow. 
We were a team of four with Neil Hamilton  
as MD, two sales directors and myself. 

Close Brothers had 140 staff then, in stark 
contrast to our workforce of 3,000 people 
today. In the early stages, the office in 
Tolworth oversaw most of the operations 
whereas today now we have an Asset 
Finance and Leasing-wide approach with 
leads in each business.

Major changes then took place around 10 
years ago when Neil Hamilton retired, and 
Colin Swanston joined as the new MD.

Meet our industry specialist, Jackie Cooke

Meet the  
Expert

What have been the biggest  
changes you’ve seen throughout  
your time with the company?

Easily, the most seismic changes within 
the company have been the focus on staff 
development through mentoring systems  
and training.

A close second has been increased  
diversity at senior management level.

Lastly, technology; we would never have 
been able to grow the business without 
the correct systems in place and the new 
platforms and processes that have been 
recently been introduced to Close Brothers 
Asset Finance.

Are there any particular highlights or 
moments you consider your proudest 
from your time with the company to date?

The growth of the business, particularly in 
such difficult circumstances for everyone  
this last year and the way Close Brothers 
Asset Finance has ensured staff wellbeing  
is at the heart of what we do.

What do you enjoy most about working 
for the business?

The people – this is what makes us stand  
out from the rest; everyone working together 
to achieve great customer service and, 
overall, a great place to work.

Throughout our careers, we encounter  
many people who mentor us, help shape  
our roles and give valuable advice. 

Are there any individuals in particular who 
helped and advised you? If so, how?

Personal influences – positive or negative – 
are all useful on the grand scale.  Happily, my 
personal experience has been positive, overall. 
Notable mentions would include; Neil Hamilton, 
Colin Swanston (Director – Management, 
Transport Glasgow) and John Fawcett (CEO, 
Transport division). 

Neil started my training within Close Brothers 
Asset Finance back in 1987 until 2010, then 
Colin took over the role of mentor and I still  
seek advice from him to this day. 

John has been there for me when I needed 
support and has continued to be someone I can 
rely on. I was also seconded to Head Office for 
almost a full year, assisting in the development 
of a CRM system as part of a close-knit team 
along with Aileen Boyle (MD, Braemar Finance) 
and Diane Webb (Head of Operations).

We were exposed to central departments, 
facilitating a more detailed knowledge of the staff 
and systems at Crown Place, Wimbledon and 
all Close Brothers Asset Finance branches – this 
really assisted with networking and strengthened 
my relationships across the wider business.

What advice would you give to someone 
who wants to progress in their career  
with Close Brothers?

Be flexible, willing to learn, open-minded and 
take on tasks that take you out of your comfort 
zone. However, stick to your own principles 
and values; maintaining your focus will allow a 
greater sense of achievement and development 
founded on those unshakeable foundations.

5closeasset.co.uk



01355 888 314    closeasset.co.uk/supporting

Get your cash flow 
back on track
Asset refinance is a fast way to release the value held in your  
capital equipment.

With expertise in the transport industry, we understand the  
value of your business’ assets, so if you are looking for a cash 
injection, our team of experts are here to help.

Take control of your cash flow with Close Brothers Asset Finance.

Speak to our team today.

Close Brothers Asset Finance is a trading style of Close Brothers Limited (“CBL”). Close Brothers Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (firm number 124750). Close Brothers Limited is registered in England 
and Wales (company number 00195626) and its registered office is 10 Crown Place, London, EC2A 4FT.


